Welcome to Rabbits Class.
We are in Year 2 and 3.
This term our Learning Journey is called Gods and Mortals.
In this topic, we will be discovering a fantastical world full of
mythical creatures and legendary heroes. Athena, Hermes and
Zeus reign almighty from Mount Olympus, watching mere mortals
on dusty Athenian streets. We will meet Theseus, the hero, and
Medusa, the hideous monster that turned innocent people to
stone. We will be reading a variety of Myths and Legends that
were written for young children. We will use these stories to write
character descriptions and inspire myths of our own. In Art, we
will be using our knowledge about the Greeks to design a pot or
plate.
Discrete topics:
In PE we will be doing gymnastics.
This term in maths, we will be learning the four operations: adding, subtracting multiplying
and dividing.
In PSHE, we will be looking at how we can care for the environment and money- in
particular enterprise, what it means and developing skills. This will link to our Christmas fair,
as pupils will be helping to order materials for this and consider how we can make a profit to
support our World Vision child.
In RE, we will be learning about Hinduism and answering the question- Who is Jewish and
how do they live?

Homework
Homework will be set on a Wednesday and is due in on a Monday.
Spellings well be set every Friday and tested the following week.
Pupils are expected to read their school reading book at home 4-5 times a week. Dojos will
be awarded to pupils that complete this reading each week. Books that are not read will not
be changed.
Want more reading? From Term 2, pupils will now be given the option to take an additional
book from school to share with parents from our class library.

